
We all have our own style—both in the kitchen and in how we live 
our lives. With a Pampered Chef business, you can whip up success 

your way. Customize your hours, selling approach, and even how 
you earn your income. Whether it’s through parties, online sales, 

or leading others, the sky’s the limit on ways you can work 
your business. And no matter your skill level, there’s a 

New Consultant Kit that’ll be a perfect fit for you— 
just add a dash of passion and start cooking!

WHICH KIT FITS YOU?
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FREE 90-DAY WEBSITE! Run your business on your phone or tablet! Get a free 90-day subscription to eBizTools™ 
which includes your own personal website when you join.

STARTER KIT $145
Over $525 value in products and business tools.

APRON & TOTE
Included in all three kits.

Over $1,200 value in 
products and business tools.ULTIMATE KIT $310

Over $800 value in products 
and business tools.DELUXE KIT $200
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kit contents
PAPERWORK BOX

PRODUCT BOX

DELUXE KIT

DELUXE KIT

STARTER KIT

STARTER KIT

ULTIMATE KIT

ULTIMATE KIT

Consultant Apron a	 a	 a

1 My Recipe for Success guide a	 a	 a

Pack of 4 Party Planning Folders a	 a	 a

Pack of 25 mini catalogs a	 a	 a 
(plus Pack of Seasonal Helpers, when available)
Pack of 20 Life Tastes Great brochures a	 a	 a

Season’s Best® (5) a	 a	 a

4 packs of 40 postcard invitations a	 a	 a

8 seasonal catalogs a	 a	 a

Pack of 50 sales receipts a	 a	 a

Party recipe outline cards a	 a	 a

Product information cards a	 a	 a

1 pad of 100 drawing slips a	 a	 a

Pack of 4 host thank you cards a	 a	 a

Pack of 25 seasonal catalogs a	 a	 a

Baker’s Roller® #1485 a	 	 a

Chef’s Silicone Basting Brush #1755 a	 a	 a

Classic Batter Bowl #2431 a	 	 a

Coated Utility Knife #1093 a	 	 a

Consultant Tote #1426 a	 a	 a	

Executive Nonstick Square Grill Pan #2868 	 	 a

Flexible Cutting Mat Set #1013 	 a	 a

Forged 5" (13-cm) Santoku Knife #1079 	 a	 a

Garlic Press #2576 	 a	 a

Glass Mixing Bowl Set #1752 	 a	 a

Grill Press #2875 	 	 a

Juicer #2305 a	 	 a

Large Chef’s Tongs #2955 	 a	 a

Manual Food Processor #2593 a	 a	 a

Measuring Spoon Set #2308 a	 a	 a

Microplane® Adjustable Coarse Grater #1129 a	 a	 a

Mini Measure-All® Cup #2236 a	 a	 a

Pizza & Crust Cutter #1303 a	 	 a

Quick-Stir® Pitcher #2278 a	 	 a

Rockcrok® Everyday Pan #3139 	 a	 a

Salad Chopper #2582 	 	 a

Silicone Prep Bowl (1 cup) #1759 a	 	

Silicone Prep Bowl Set #1751 	 a	 a

Simple Slicer #1099 	 a	 a

Small Flexible Cutting Mat Set #1015 a	 	

Small Mix ‘N Scraper® #1659 a	 a	 a

Small Rectangular Baker #1421 	 a	 a

Smooth-Edge Can Opener #2759 	 a	 a

Veggie Strip Maker #1145 	 a	 a

White Large Round Stone #1379 a	 	 a
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